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ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS 
OF DISCRETE VOLTERRA EQUATION 
JAROSLAW MORCHALO 
(Communicated by Milan Medved') 
ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to prove asymptotic properties (for 
n —> oo) of some discrete Volterra equations. 
1. Introduction 
Difference equations occur in many branches of applied mathematics: numeri-
cal analysis, physics, control theory and optimization. 
In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to the development of 
the qualitative theory for difference equations. 
Difference equation of Volterra type have been introduced in [3], [7 as the 
discrete analogue of Volterra integrodifferential equations. The discrete Volterra 
equations have been intensively investigated in recent years and new and inter-
esting results for these equations have been proved [1], [2], [4], [5], [8]. 
The paper [2] is devoted to studying the linear discrete Volterra equation 
with control in a finite dimensional Hilbert space. 
In paper [4], K o l m a n o v s k i , M y s h k i s and R i c h a r d investigated 
some Volterra discrete equations and obtained comparison theorems for resolvent 
and solutions. 
K o l m a n o v s k i and M y s h k i s [5] investigated conditions under which 
stability (asymptotic stability) of the linear Volterra discrete equation implies 
stability (asymptotic stability) of the zero solution of nonlinear Volterra equa-
tion. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate asymptotic properties (as n —> oo) 
of solutions of some discrete Volterra equations. Here, however, we shall use 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Primary 39A12, 45E99. 
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technique based on the resolvent matrix associated with the kernel in (1). Con-
volution equations and nonlinear equations will be presented by the author in a 
future papers. 
We adopt the following notation in this paper: 
Z is the set of all non-negative integers, 
N(n0) = {n0,ri0 + 1, . . . } , n0 e z , k 
Rk — the k-dimensional real Euclidean space with norm \x\ = ^ 11'?.|, 
x= (xx, ...,xk),
 l=l 
Mk — the space of all k x k matrices A = (a- ) with norm | • | given 
by \A\=£ E | a 0 . | . 
i=lj=l 
The identity matrix is denoted by E. 
Let us now consider the difference equation 
n - l 
y(n) = f(n) + Y,K(n,s)y(s) (1) 
5 = 0 
where K(n, s) is from Mk and y, f eRk . Let us assume that a unique solution 
y of system (1) does exist for all finite n G Z. 
Let us find the solution y as a function / and auxiliary k x k matrix It, 
referred as a resolvent [4]. Let K^(n,s) = K(n,s), 
n—1 7i — l 




R(n,s) = J2K{q)(n,s). (2) 
q=i 
The k x k matrix R(n, s) is called the resolvent kernel associated with the kernel 
K(n,s). It is easy to see that 
n-\ 
R(n,s) = K(n,s)+ £ K(n,q)R(q,s) (3) 
g=5+l 
and 
? i - i 
R(n,s) = K(n,s)+ ] T R(n,q)K(q,s). (35) 
~=s + l 
In terms of resolvent matrix R(n, s) of (2) the solution of (1) can be wTritten as 
n-\ 
y(n) = /(n) + y j # ( n , S ) / ( S ) . (4) 
s=0 
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Multiplying both sides of the equation 
j-i 
y(j) = f(j) + J2K^s>>y^ 
s=0 
by R(n,j) from the left and summing with respect to j from j = 0 to n — 1, 
we obtain 
n —1 n—1 / Ti—1 \ 
^R(nJ)(y(j)-f(j)) = 52[ E R(n,s)K(sJ)\y(j)-
j=0 j=0\ 5=j + l / 
Then, by virtue (3') we have (4). 
We now prove that 
n—1 n—1 
£ K(n,j)R(j,s)= 52 R(n,j)K(j,s). (*) 
5= j+1 s=j+l 
Substituting y(n) from (4) into (1), we have 
n — 1 n —1 n —1 
£ [R(n, I) - K(n, I)] f(l) = J ] E A>> SWS> Z)I W • 
1 = 0 1 = 0 5 = / + l 
From here and arbitrariness of / we obtain that the resolvent satisfies also the 
equation (3). Comparing (3) and (3'), one verifies (*). 
II. Asymptotic properties 
LEMMA. Suppose that 
1) the functions f (n) and K(n,s) are defined for n, s G Z, 
2) Hm \f(n)\ =M < oo, 
n—>oo 
n —1 no 
3) lim Y2 \K(nis)\ — ll < 1/ - 1 m _C l^(n>5) l — 0 / o r e a c ^ no -5 0; 
n->oo s = ( ) n->oo s=zQ 
4) the equation (1) /ms a solution y(n) such that \y(n)\ < L for n G Z. 
Then the following inequality holds: 
T-— ,_ , M M 
lim H(n) < . 
n—>oo 1 — jj, 
P r o o f . For given e G (0,1 — ji) we choose n0 > 0 and then nx > n 0 , so 
no n — 1 




(n > nx) where Lx — lim |2/(n)|. We obtain from (1) 
n—>oo 
7io n —1 
\y(n)\<M + e + L_l\K(n,s)\ + (L,+e) _] !-?(", •') 
< M + e + Le + (Lx + e)(a + e). 
Hence 
lim \y(n)\ < 
i - / * 
D 
THEOREM 1. Fe£ / ( n ) , F(n), ij)(n) be defined and bounded for n e N(n0) 
and let N(n,s) be defined for n > s > n 0 . Suppose that 
1° E \N(7hl)\\N(l,s)\a < \\N(n,s)\« 
l-s 
with some a G (0,1) and some A < 1 for n> s > n 0 , 
2° \N(n,s)\ < F(s) for n > s >n0, 
n—1 1 _ 
3° lim _Z (F(s)V a\N(n,s)\a < oo, 
n->oc s=no 
n —1 oo 
lim £ \N(n,s)\+ Z |V(»)I = / * < - , 
n-+oo a = n o n = n 0 
4° lim" | / ( n ) | = M < o o , 
71—>00 
or 
4? lim / ( n ) = 5 (Isl < 00), 
n-+oo 
n - 1 
lim __ N(n,s) = er, (J5 — a ) - 1 erriste and 
n->oo 8 = = n o 
n i 
lim X] l-^X71?5)! = 0 for fixed n, > nn . 
n->oo 5 = n o 
ITien £he unique solution y(n) of the equation 
n - l 
y(n) = /(n)+£tf<1>(n,a)y(*) (5) 
5 = n 0 
where K^(n,s) = N(n,s) + ip(s) remains bounded for n —> oo. In ca.se 4£ it 
is convergent for n —> oo . 
P r o o f . We define the functions 
oo n — 1 
R(n,S) =
 y£Kiq)(n,s), I(n) = £ fl(n)S)/(.S) 
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and 
y(n) = f(n) -f- I(n) for n > s > n0 
and state that y(n) satisfies (5). 
Next, we choose a number a satisfying the inequality max(A,/i) < a < 1 . 
Then for some nx >n0 we have 
7i — l n — 1 
J2 \K{1)(n,s)\ < J2 (\N(n,s)\ + \i>(s)\) <a for n > n, . 
s=no s=no 
We shall prove by induction the inequality 
II^H™,s)|^a9^ (6) 
for n > nx, n > s > n0, g = 1,2,... , where 
n - l 
^^^-"(^ijvMn^i)!. 
i=s 
We immediately verify that (6) is true for q = 1. 
Suppose now that it is true for the index q— 1 (q > 2). Then observing that 
V^(n, 5) is increasing function of the variable n > nx for n > s > nx, we have 
\K{q)(n,s)\ 
n-l 
< Yl \N(n,i) + ^(i)\{a"-2F1-a(s)\N(i,s)\a 
i=s+l 
+ (q-2)a<>-3iP1(i,s) + a<'-
2\iP(s)\} 
n-l 
<a*-1\rP(s)\ + (q-2)ai-2ijh(n,s) + ai-
2F1-a(s) £ |H (n , i ) | |N ( i , a ) r 
< a"'1 ty(s)\ + (q- l )o«"Vi(«,5) + a ^ E 1 - 0 ^ ) ! ^ , s) | a . 
CO 
Hence (6) follows. Therefore the series ^ K^(n, s) is uniformly convergent for 
00 
n > s > n0. Taking Yl K^(n, s) = R(n, s) we obtain from (6) for n> s >nx 
9=1 
0 0 
\R(n, s)\ < ^ K - 1 1 ^ ( 3 ) 1 + (q- l)a"-2^(n, s) + a^F^^N^, s)\"} 
9=1 





E ^I(TM) = E -?1_a(*)EiiV(*»iQi^)i 
s=no s=n0 i=s 
= E E^^wiN^on^)!. 
5 = no ?.=no 
From this and from assumptions 2°-4° it follows that lim \y(n)\ < oo. In the 
n—»oo 
case 4£ it is easy to verify that the function 
y-(n) = ^ ( n ) - ( P ; - a ) - 1 5 1 
oo 
where s1 = 5 + ^ ip(n)y(n) satisfies the equation 
n=7io 
n - 1 
?Ii (") = A (n) + X] ^(n- 5)̂ /1 (5) ( n > no ) (7) 
5 = n 0 
where 
n - l / n - l \ 
/ » = .!» + E ^ * ) + E ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ r V w 
5=n 0 \ s = ?i0 / 
From this and from the assumptions we have 
lim /-(n) = 0. 
n—)-oo 
We demonstrate that lim y, (n) = 0. Assume that the last condition does 
n-+oo ' 
not hold. Let M = lim \yAn)\ > 0, then there exists n, > nn such that 
n-+oo 
IH^n)! < M for n > n1. From (7) and assumption 4£ we infer that 
M = lim |2/lxn)| 
? i - > o o 
n - l 
< lim" IA(n)|+ I E V |TV(n,5)||7/1(5)| 
n-)-oo ?i-+oo ------' / M 1V 
.s = n0 
721 n — J 
<fjjm |/!(n)|+nljm £ | iV(n, 3 ) | | t f l (S ) |+ n l2m £ |.V(n,.s)||tfl(.,)| 
5 = 710 S = 1li-\-l 
< M/i 
what contradicts 3°. 
Therefore lim yi(n) =- 0 and lim y(n) = (E - a ) " ^ . D 
72 > OO ^ —v. ^v-, 1 
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THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions l°-3° of Theorem 1 hold. 
Suppose in addition that 
lim f(n) = s (\s\ < co), 
n—•oo 
n — 1 n i 
lim Y N{n, s) = O; lim V \N{n, s)\ = O 
n—»oo ----— TX—^QO ._--/ S = П Q S = П Q 
for fixed nx>n0. We set K^(n,s) = N(n,s)+tp(s) for n>s>n0. Then for 
e > 0 there exists an n* > n 0 snc/i that the unique solution y(n) of the equation 
n - l 
y{n) = f{n)+Y,K(1){n,s)y{s) (9) 
s=n* 
satisfies the relation lim y(n) = 5,, where \s — sA < e. 
n—i>oo l 1 i" 
P r o o f . Under our hypotheses we have for n>nx (with some nx > n 0 ) 
|/(n) | < c. = 1 + | s | , 
n - 1 
£ ғ 1 - > ) | N ( n , в ) | « < c 2 ł 
S = П i 
П - l П - l S - l 
E ^( n ' s ) = E ш\ E -7l_a(oiN(в,or < c2м: 
s=ni s=ni i=Пl 
£ | í Г ( 1 ) ( n l s ) | < a ł 
where ip^n.s) = Fl~a(s) ~2 \N(i,s)\a\il)(i)\ and a satisfies the inequality 
i=s 
max(A,/x) < a < 1. 
We choose an arbitrary n 2 > n x . The above inequalities remain true for 
n>n2 if we replace nx by n 2 (since F(n) > 0). As in Theorem 1 we obtain 
n _ 1 1 1 1 
5 2 |«(n, «)| < Y ^ / x + 7 5 - 3 - 5 5 ^ + — c 2 = c3 
s=n2 v ' 
for n > n 2 . We denote by y(n) the unique solution of the equation (9). With 







\y(n)\ < cx + cxcz = c for n > n2 . 
Let us observe that c is independent of n2 (if n2 > n 1 ) . 
For a given e > 0 we choose a fixed n* > nL such that 
f>(n)l<f-
Obviously \y(n)\ < c for nx > n*. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we find that 
lim y(n) = ,s1 (we replace a by 0), where 
71—>00 
oo 
\S-H\< E l ^ ( ^ ( s ) l < £ -
5 = 71* 
• 
Now we consider the scalar situation. 
THEOREM 3, Suppose that 
1° the function g(n) has property: g(n) ^ 0, |g(n)| is monotone for 
n>n0, 
2° h(n), (f(n), f(n) and ^)(n) arc defined on N, 
2° lim" \f(n)\ = M < o o 
71—>00 
or 
2° lim" f(n)=s ( | s | < o o ) , 
n—>oo 
oo 
3° £ M n ) | < o o , 
7i = 71o 
4° lim <p(n) = 0 , 
71—>-00 
OO 
5° ] r 1^ )1 < K < °° -
71 = 71o 
Le* K^(n,s) = ^ ( . s ) + ^ ) ujftere JV(n,s) = j$p(s) for n > n 0 , .s > n0 . 
Then in the case of lim g(n) = oo the unique solution y(n) of the cquaho 
n—>oo 
7 1 - 1 
y(n) = f(n) + ] T K{1)(n,s)y(s) (n>nx) (10 
,s III 
oo 
(nl > n0 is chosen so large that ^ \*P(n)\ < 1) remains bounded for n -> oo. 
71 = 7 i i 
In case 2£, ?/(n) z.s convergent as n —> oo . 
P r o o f , lim |g(n)| = oo. We chosen a fixed cr G (0,1) and small enou»h 
n—>oo 
r) > 0. Next, we choose ??2 > n0 such that \ip(n)\ < S holds for n > n2. We 
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prove the inequality in hypothesis 1°, hypothesis 2° and the first hypothesis in 
3° of Theorem 1. We obtain by 1°, 4° and 5° for n > s > n2 
7 1 - 1 n-1 
















Then the inequality in hypothesis 1° of Theorem 1 is satisfied with A = KS < 1. 




for 5 > П2 . 
We shall show that the first hypothesis in 3° of Theorem 1 is also satisfied. We 
have 






1 £--í \h(s)u>(l)\ . 6 
n-1 
y> \p^mm <-^-T h(s) < oo 
Ií7(n)la s t ^ 2 \9(s)\'-" - \g(o)\ ^ 
for n > n 2 ' 
Furthermore, we have 
7 7 - 1 n-\ 
lim T\K^(n,s)\< lim V ( | Í V ( B , Í ) | + | ^ ) | ) 
M ^ D O * ^ i ) - 4 ( Y ) * ^ 
1 7 1 — 1 CO 
< lim -j-. E \K*M*)\ + E l^')l = A 
/7->oo \q(n)\ -1—' -*—' 
where A — Y IVK77')!-
71 = 77i 
The second hypothesis in 3° and 4£ of Theorem 1 are then satisfied for 
n0 = n} , li = A and a = Ax where Al — Y ^ (
n ) • 
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